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What is NuSMV?

● A tool for temporal logic model checking

● Written in C

● Reimplements and extends the SMV system developed in CMU in the 1990ʼs           
(latest release released in 1998)

● It is free software and can be downloaded from https://nusmv.fbk.eu/  
(latest version released in 2015)

● A new tool, nuXmv, extends NuSMV (latest version released in 2019)

https://nusmv.fbk.eu/


Temporal logic model checking

● Circuit designs and protocols given as state-transition diagrams

● Specifications given as LTL or CTL formulas

● Difficult due to state explosion problem



History of temporal logic model checking

Year No. of states that could 
be model checked Method

1981              251 Alternating Bit Protocol

1987 ~ 1,000,000

1992

1020

Binary Decision 
Diagrams10100

101300



Symbolic Model Checking



Symbolic Model Checking

CMU SMV uses Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs)

In addition, NuSMV also uses Bounded Model Checking (BMC)



Binary Decision Diagrams

State machines are stored symbolically as Boolean formulas.

In practice, much more efficient and avoids the state explosion problem.

Boolean formulas are represented using ROBDDs (Reduced Ordered BDDs).

Each node of the ROBDD is a boolean formula written in INF (if-then-else normal form)



Syntax



Syntax: Variable Declarations

VAR

  request: boolean;       -- Boolean variable

  state: {ready, busy};   -- enum variable 

  position: 0..3;         -- bounded integer variable

  -- same as position: {0, 1, 2, 3};

Variables can also be of word type, array, or set



Syntax: Assignment Declarations

ASSIGN

  init(state) := ready;       

  next(state) := case

                   state = ready & request : busy;

                   TRUE: {ready, busy};

                 esac;



Syntax: CTL Specification Declarations

CTLSPEC AG (request -> AF state = busy)

CTL operators: 

AG       forall globally                        EG       exists globally 

AF       forall eventually                  EF       exists eventually

AX       forall next           EX       exists next

A[p U q] forall until          E[p U q] exists until



LTLSPEC G F (request) -> G F (state = ready)

Some LTL operators: 

F           eventually                      O            once

G           globally                           H            historically 

X           next                                   Y            previous (also Z)

U           until                                  S            since

V           release                             T            triggered

Syntax: LTL Specification Declarations



Batch mode

We write the transition system along with the LTL and CTL specifications in an SMV file, 
and name it model.smv

When we run the command NuSMV model.smv in the shell, the program prints, for 
each specification, whether it is true or false, and if it is false, then it also gives a 
counterexample trace. 



Checking specifications



Interactive mode

●



Interactive mode commands: Building the model

read_model           reads the NuSMV file

flatten_hierarchy    instantiates modules      

encode_variables     generates Boolean BDD variables   

build_model          builds a BDD

go                   shorthand for all of the above



Interactive mode commands: Checking specifications

print_reachable_states  counts and prints the reachable states

check_ctlspec           checks all CTL specifications

check_ltlspec           checks all LTL specifications  



print_reachable_states



check_ctlspec 



check_ltlspec 



Interactive mode commands: Simulating the model

pick_state -r        picks an initial state at random to make current state

pick_state -i        user can choose an initial state to make current state

simulate -r -k 10    simulates the next 10 steps, picks next state at random
                                                               when there is non-determinism

simulate -i -k 10    simulates the next 10 steps, user can pick next state 
                                                               every time there is non-determinism



Interactive mode commands: Traces

print_current_state -v   prints the value of all variables in the  current state

show_traces -v           prints values of all variables in each step in the 
     trace that have changed from the previous step in
     the trace



pick_state



simulate



Modelling a lift in NuSMV



Description

We model a system of lifts with the following properties:

● Building with floors {0, 1, 2, 3}

● Two lifts {lift1, lift2}

● One user

The user and the lifts may be on any floor initially, non-deterministically.



Desired behavior

● When the user is not in the lift, she may request to go to another floor

● When a request is made, the lift that is closer to the user must go to the user and 
take her to the desired floor

● If both lifts are at the same distance from the user, then lift1 must be used



Constraints

● The lifts may not go below floor 0 and may not go above floor 3

● There is only one user and at most one active request at any time

● The only way the user can go from one floor to another is using a lift (i.e. the user 
cannot take the staircase)



Variables

lift1.position   : 0..3;

lift1.status     : {idle, busy};

lift1.occupied   : boolean;    -- true iff user in the lift

lift2.position   : 0..3;

lift2.status     : {idle, busy};

lift2.occupied   : boolean;



Variables

user_position    : 0..3;

request          : boolean;  -- true iff user made a request and that 
                                        is still being processed

pick_position    : 0..3;     -- floor from which user requested lift

drop_position    : 0..3;     -- floor to which user wants to go



Assignments

(too many to add here)

(live demo)



CTL specifications

● User can always reach any floor from any floor

● There exists a path such that eventually, along all paths, lift1 is always at the same 
floor as the user

● There exists a path such that eventually, there exists a path such that lift2 is always 
at the same floor as the user

● If one of the lifts starts from floor 3, then there exists a path such that both lifts 
reach floor 2



LTL specifications

● Lifts are always between floors 0 and 3

● The user is never in two lifts at once

● It is always the case that one of the lifts is idle

● If both lifts start from the same floor, then lift2 always remains idle

● Once the user uses a lift, it is always the case that one of the lifts is at the same floor 
as the user

● Once a request is made, the lift picks up the user in at most 4 steps



A different model

Now,  suppose the user can go from one floor to another using a staircase

● Change in transitions
● CTL specifications
● LTL specifications
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